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ABSTRACT

Radioactive elements of low atomic number have been
produced by the transmutation of various elements from lithium
to fluorine by high velocity deuterons.

The distribution in

energy of the electrons and positrons emitted by these elements
has been deterr::iined by employing a 'i/ilson cloud chamber traversed
by a magnetic field.

The electron spectra have been found to

have ma.:dmum energies frcra 5 to 1.5 r.:EV while the positron spectra
have maximum energies f'rom i to 2

~.rEV.

The form of the spectra

has been found to be in agreeoent with a modification of the
Fermi theori/ or beta-decay proposed by Konop1nski and Uhlenbeck.
The correlation of the maximum energies of the spectra with the
energies calculated f'ran the reactions in which the radioactive
elet:lent is involved is shown to await a oore accu::-ate determination
in the difference in mass between the neutron and proton.

RADIOACTIY:::

E:L~.f21rTs

OF LOV ATCl!IC NUI.'.i3ER

The production of radioactive substances has been an accomplished fact in many laboratories since the original discovery of
artificial radioactivity in 1934 by the Curie-Joliots.~

Since that time

a rather copious quantity of data has been accumulated concerning the
varied phenomena which are of interest in connection with this comparatively nen branch of physics.
Of perhaps primary importance in nuclear physics has been t."'ie

study of the nuclear reactions in which radioactive elements are produced.

It has been found possible to produce artificially radioactive substances
using alpha particles, deuterons, protons and neutrons as bocbarding
p~~ticlASa

Of

~reat

interest

hAS

been the study of the

probab~lity

of

occurrence of the reactions as a function of the velocity of these bombarding particles and of course :fundamental to the entire structure of
nuclear physics has been the determination of the mass-energy balance of
those reactions in which particles of continuous rather than discrete
energies are indirectly involved.
An unanbiguous interpretation of the nuclear reaction involved
in the ?reduction of a radioactive eleCTent is of course only possible
t:trough cher11ical identi£'ic?.tion of the e le:Tient its elf'.

F'o!' this reason,

attenpts have been :nade to accor::plish this identi:£'ic8.tion wI1enever
possible and as an incidental result of this research there :ias developed
a new type of chemical analysis depending on the radioactive character
of

t~e

substance under investigation.

successful ident.i."ictlt.ion

or

i..he minute

T'.nis fact has made possible the
qui:urt.iti~s

of' radioactive

elements produced in nuclear processes.
The physical properties of the radioactive elements which
- l -

have been of main interest are their half lives and the distribution
in energy of' the electrons or positrons w!1ich they eject.
lives have been found to be of the same order of

The half

~agnitude

as those

of the natural radioactive substances and in general to be shorter

the greater the average energy of the ejected particles.

Also in

common with the natur::u. beta rays all the electron and positron activities so

~ar

investigated shOl'll a continuous rather than a discrete

distribution in energy.
In the research incorporated under the title of' this thesis,

investigations have been carried out on various radioactive elements

of small atomic number which it has been possible to produce by bombarding certain of the elements from lithium to fluorine with deuterons

The major ?Ortion of the

of energies up to one million electron volts.

work i?!volves the determination of the half 1i vea of these elements and
the distribution in energy of the particles which they emit.

In addition

data will be presented cor:cerning the mass-energy balances of' the trans-

mutations in which these elements gre involved.
Among the unstable elements both electron and positron
emitters have been

~ound.

All of the electron emitters of low atomic

numbers are believed to have atomic weights A given in ter•s of' their
nuclear charge Z by A= 2Z + 2.

The elG!!!ents bombarded in order to ,?ro-

duce the unstable elements consist in general of two isotopes of atomic
weights given by A= 2Z or A= 2Z •l, and it is the transmutation of the
heavier of these which is believed to lead to the ?reduction of the
radioactive nucleus.

I (a.)

The reaction can be written in general as

Zi!+I

._ X

+

H2.-..
I

XZ'l+Z
7!

+ ,H' + ct',

where Q1 is the amount of energy released in the reaction.

Present

theories of the beta-decay postulate the emission of a neutrino
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simultaneously with the disintegration electron e-.

In order to complete

the electrC11ic structure of the stable atom resulting from the dieintean extranuclear orbital electron e 0 - must be added.

~ration

:fence, when

t

writen in the form in which atomic masses may be employed, the equation
/I

representing the radioactive disintegration is

cX

I (b)

where

z+l

number.

- ....

yz~+2

+

e

-

y2z+2 is a stable isotope of the element of next higher atomic

-

The same isotope is produced in the reaction
{c)

I
It will

Z~1'2..

xzz+I

r

+

I

Hz.-

·yz~'f""Z...,...

~+-I

n'

+

0

Q

'3

of some interest to compare the energy released in this trans-

be

mutation wi tl1 the total energy change in the first

reactions.

t·:10

This

comparison is acccmplished by combining the above three equations into
the form
I (d)

~

+

Qz - Q3 = {.,n' - ,H

The positrcn

e~itters

1
) -

v ~ o. 5

MEV

of low atomic number have atomic weights

given by A= 2Z-l and when produced by deuteron bombardment result from
the transmutation of the lizhter isotope of the element of next lower
atomic number, the reaction being

lI

(d)

t-

0

n' + T,

The radioactive disintegration with the emission of a positron e"' is
represented by

IT (b)

__.,.. X Z2+1 .,.. e . _ +
i!

yzz+1

a -t•

t: -

.,.

0

v

-t T:z.

and the reaction which leads directly to the final stable nucleus is

Jr

(C)

+

H.,, ...,...
I

it

x Z!+l +

The abo,re three equations can be reduced to the form

n ca.J

T, + T1. - T3

= {,H'

-; -

-on') - e+ -

e.;

-?}

:::!:!

-1.s MEV

RXP::::RIU:::!'ITAL TECHN'I CJ/ E
The

hl~h

vul tage equipment eoployed :t'or the acceleration of'

the bombarding deuterons has been described previouely.2

In this series

of experiments peak voltages from 600 to 1000 kv and currents of the
order of one microampAre to targAb1 three millimeters in diA.netar were

employed.
Targets of the elanents to be disintegrated were placed at
an angle of 45° :·1ith the incident bea:n in a cylindrical holder projecting
into a horizontal Wilson cloud cl'lS.lUber as shown in Fig. 1.

The electrons

or positrons entered the cliamber through a thin copper f'oil soldered
a window cut in the holder opposite the target.

.,~,.er

A quartz ring, visible

through a glass section of the ion tube, fluoresced under bombardment and
made it ;.>oe si ble to direct the beam on to the target.

c'hamber necessary to line up the beam
ion tube.

waa

:.;ovement of the

per:nitted b:f a aylphon in the

In studying radioactive effects of' half lives greater than

one-tenth second, a nagnetically operated shutter in the ion tube was
closed and the anode voltage of t?le ion source cut off during the chamber
expansion so that only delayed effects were observed.
The

cha~ber

in dia~eter and

4

proper in

em in depth.

~hich

tracks were produced

A flexible rubber

seal betv1een the piston and t:1e chanber wall.
~as

diaphr~"'ttl

~easured

15 cm

forned the

Coopression o:=- the cl'Ja.r::Jber

accaz:plished by applying compressed air to a eylphon cor.nected to

the piston by a drive shaft.
daoh pot
ch~nber

we~elooated

An adjustable expansion ratio stop and a

between the piston and the operating sylphon.

The

was operated on a cycle of approximately 16 seconds, the timing

of' all the necessary equipment being electrically controlled from a
motor-drive contact system.
The magnetic field in which the paths of the electrons or
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pooitrona wore bont in order t.o mo.kc energy do'tcrmino.tiona poooible was

provided by a pair of i{elmholtz coils concentric with the chamber and
at equal distances above and below it.

The magnetic field was measured

with a fluxmeter and searchcoil calibrated in an accurately known field.
Calculations from the dimensions of the coils yielded values five percent
lo\'1er than the measured values, the discrepancy being certainly due to
the imperfectly known geometry of the coils.

The field was found to

vaI"'f less than one percent across the face of the chamber.
Photographs were taken normal to the plane of the chamber.
These

photo~raphs

were reprojected through the same optical system to

actual size and the curvature of the tracks measured by visual comparison
with arcs of' knovm radii of' e\.1rvatL1re drawn on heavy white paper.

successive arcs differed in radius by one-half centimeter.
cloud

cha~ber

photograph is

sh~~n

'The

A typical

in Fig. 2.

ERRORS OF :.'.2:.\&JRE:LSlTT

The determination of the distribution in energ'J of the electrons
and positrons is subject to several errors which it is well to enumerate
before considering the results obtained. for the various spectra.

Of

primar/ importance is the scattering of the particles by the gas and
vapor in the chamber.

Single scatterings greater than one or t':io degrees

can be detected and tracks so scattered

mu~t

in most

cas~s

be rejected.

Since scattering is in7ersely proportional to the square of the energy
of the particle, a greater fraction of the low energy tracks is rejected.
Scatterings lees than one degree are in general undetectable and cause
a spread in the distribution which is especially troublesooe at the high
energy end of the spectrum where the actual number of tracks is small.

The scattering can be greatly reduced by employing gases of low atomid
weight in the chamber.

HO"I ever, this advantage is some'l'lhat offset by
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the increased difficulty in accurately measuring the leas denae tracks
secured in the low weight gases.
In high energy spectra a second source of error becomes important.

This error arises because it ie impractical to diaphra..::,01!1 the

electrons emerging from the target so as to restrict electrons of all
Since tracks of small

energies to the same observational solid angle.
curvature can be of

~easurable

length within regions closer to the target

than tracks of' large curvature, the low energy end o:' the spectrum is

favored.

3owever, only tracks of which the radius of curvature is of

the order of the d.:!A\1\eter of the chamber or less are so favored.
Since stereoscopic pictures were not taken an error arises
from the angle made by the particles with the magnetic field.
R.ctuR.1 particle

by

T'.ae

energy is obtained by dividing thA Mei:i.sured i:mergy

the sine of the angle with the field.

For observed tracks this angle

ia grett.er than 80°, introducing a maximum error of about two percent.
Precautions must be taken to shut off the beam completely

during the chamber expansion eo 9.s to avoid photographing electrons
ejected frcm
bo;:iba.rdrnent.

t...~e

target assembly by gamma-rays given off during the

Contarnina t:!.on effects are troubleso:rn; oxi/gen and nitrogen

occluded in the targets and carbon de::iosi ted dur:ng bombardment arethe
worse offenders.

Addit:icmal errori:i ari.<;?. from

8-

!'T'A.ll l=lpread in the

loss of energy of the particles as the-</ pass through the foil

separ~ting

target from c!1amber, from deviations in the magnetic field value., from
imperfect reprojection and from human fallabil1ty in measuring tracks.
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ANALYSIS OF THZ DATA
The data gecure<l in the :nanner described above yield the

number of tracks corresponding to a given Hp value wh,::ire H is the
magnetic

~ield

centimeter.

employed and)' is the track radius to within one-half

Since the ::1omentum of a !Jartiele of charge e is given by

P=Hf'e/c we secure fund3l:lentally the distribution in momentum of the
particles.

~ae

observed particles have lost momentum in passing through

the foil between target and chamber so tho.t

where

S Cry)

for o. f'oil of knor:n ma.terial and thiokncaa co.n be eo.lculn.ted

from the data given in Chapter

:crv

of

11

Radiationa from Radioactive Sub-

stances, 11 by Rutherford, Chadwic~ and Ellis.
for a given foil decreases with increasing

The fact that ~(:I")

7"

necessitates a small

correction in the number of' tracks observed Within a. given

IJ"

interval

in order to secure the correct relative number in that ir.terval.

Since in connection with the 9roduction of radios..cti ve nucl.ei
the quantities of interest are t?le average energy, the most probably
energy, and the maximum energy

or

the emitted particles we have thought

it advisable to plot the data as a distributl.-on in energ;.

This can be

done by employing the relations

N(f) AE = N(H_p) d ~

E

= m. cz

[(I+( ~2 ;.,J•f'z

•

- I)

=o.51 (ll + (,;! J7" )'',. - I) MEY.
=~-.i..E -t-Hem., L\ H!'° = ir~.AH~
0

G :.

G

where m0 is the rest mass, v the velocity, E the energy and EJ"e/c the
momentum of' the electrons.
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T:UORETICAL FOffi.'.ULAE
In order to account for the continuous di stl"'i. buti on in lmAl"'f!:Y

of the n(ltural beta-particles and to retain the principle of the cons ervation of

ener~J

in the transition between the quantized parent and

daughter nuclei, Pauli was led in 1928 to postulate the simultaneous
emission with the electron of a particle with zero charge, spin of
one-half and m:oall rart caaa.

this particle.

T'n.e name neutrino has eince been given tro

The distribution in momentum of the electrons has been

calculated by Fermi? upon certain assumptions ~s to the coupling energy
between the electron-neutrino field and the nucleus.

For low atomic

numbers his result is

N{?e)~'Je = Cr;/r;v?..d..f'/e.
•nhere tft

= y/1700

is the electron momentum in uni ta m0 c, ~ is the

neutrino momentum in the s:une unite, and c is a factor approximately
independent of the momenta for small z.

A modifioation by Konopineki

and Uhlenbeck4 eoploying a different interaction ener~J yields

N <'7e) d t'Je = C 'J/ r;u + (;(rye
From the theoretical forr.;ulae it is possible to determine the ratio of
the maximum energy to the average energy of the electron or positron.
For large energies compared to ::n 0 c 2 this ratio 1s found to be 2.0 on the
Ferr.ii theor; and 2.6 on the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck
A

~edification.

correlation between the observed C.istributions and the

theoretical formulae was atte:npted by Crane, Delsasso, Fowler and
Lauritsen5 in the cases of ti8 and

F2°.

Professor J. R. Oppenheimer

pointed out that the observed asymmetr'IJ of the spectrum

was

in agreement

with the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck formula and it was found :;:ios sible to
secure by trial fair agreement with this formula.

It has since been

pointed out by Kurie, Richardson and Paxton 6 that the two theoretical
- 8 -

formulae can be expressed in the form

(~.)"« = K.({I~

IJ.:•.>~

wheY"e CC= 2 on the Fermi tl1eory and

modification.

-(11"

'/e"")'•)

oe=4 on the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck

Thus plots of (li/(H_I ) 2 )'/c><.

against [1 + (Hf/ 1100) '2.

J

should be linear for ((#2 if the Fermi form of the interaction energy

is correct and for ~;=4 if the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck form is correct.

If'

such a linear plot is secured extrapolation to the abscissa yields the
maximum value of the electron momentum from which the maximum energy can
be com0uted.

Such plots have been made for all the data and will be dis-

cussed in Co".lnection wit11 the separate radioactive elements.
ELECTRON EU.ITTERS
The electron emitters discussed in this thesis are distinguished
by ::ihor"t half llvea and h.i.~h energy apec\,ra..

TI1e half lives of Li8 and B 12

of 0.5 and 0.02 second, respectively, made it feasible to
a short time before expansion in order to

ef~ect

a

savL~g

bo~bard

only before

of deuterium.

In

the case of Bl2, booba:rdment actually took place duri1"}g expansion but rune
made with absorbers about the target tube shewed that the number of electrons
ejected by g&:ima-rays was negligible.

In all other ca2es bombardment was

continuous except at the actual time of expansion and film exposure so that
an equilibrium state yielding the maximum number of disintegrations per second
was

reac~ed.

Air at a pressure of one atmosphere and ethyl alcohol vapor

were employed in the clnmbe r.

In order to collimate electrons of' the energ:i. es

found (-10 HEY) it w a.ild have been necessary to enploy lead diaphragms up to
one centimeter in thickneae with eoneequent large probability of' scattering

from the faces of' the aperture.

For this reason an aperture as large as the

target was rut in ihe side of the holder facing the chac;iber.

Thia aperture

was cove red by a copper foil of 0.6 UEV stopping pow er in t..'1.e case of 912
and of

o.;;

20
MEV stopping power in the cases of Li8 and F •

-9-

T'ne solid angle

of observation was determined by the illumination of the chamber and was
o:f the order of

411" /25.

The use of air in t..11e c.i.ia.rn.ber and the use of'

b.rge aperture windows, although acting in opposite directions in distorting
the distribution in energj•, make the epeetra secured uncertain in the low
energy regi ans.

Magncti c f' ield s of' 1500 gauss were Employed, the maximum

radius of curvature of' the t.ra.cks in this field being

;o

centimeters.

POOI TRON fil.!ITTERS
The positron emitters discussed in t.'riis thesis are characterized
by spectra having maximum €!'lergies of' t.'1e order ct'

2 l.!ZV or less.

targets were placed in a C"Jlindrical brass holder of
n~ss.

.?

!.TSV.

;/52

this thicknea s being ruf'fici Ent to stop electrons

The

inch wall thick-

of t=ml"lrei ee up to

Positrons of' all energies were restricted to the same observational

solid angle by a window 1/16 inch wide in the wall of' the holder.
solid angle was of the order of
over the window.

4ir/100.

The

One-mil copper foil was soldered

The correction for average loss of Hf in such a foil

ia 100 gauss-centimeters i'or 100-kilovolt electrons.

The low energies of

the poai trons also necessitated the u::-:e of' a gas of low scattering power
in the chamber.

Helium was employed at 100 cm. pressure with ethyl

e.lcohol as the vapor.

Helium w e.s pref'erred to hydrogen because of' i ta

larger viscosity and a consequent alo:i er fall of' the tr:;;.cJ.:s within it.
?:agnetic fields of 540 gauss were used, t.'1e maxi:num radius of curvature
of the tracks being 15 c:n.

In t..1.e following paragraphs the spectra and half lives of Li8 ,
312, ell, Nl5, Nl6, ol5 and f20 will be discut:sed in the order of their
investigation in this laboratory.

In addition, work done on the products

accanpanying the fonnati on of th eee elements with spe.,i.:i.l reference to the

energy be.lances of the reactions involved will be presented.

-
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Electrons from the disintegration of boron by deuterona were
first reported from this laboratory. 7

From t.Yie spectrum of

1773 tracks

taken from 1000 photographs the ::naximum Anergy i1aa estima. ted to be 11 :.!EV
and the average energy to be

4.5 :·rc:v. From a count of the number of tracks

observed for chamber expansion occurring at different tiJJea after bombardment,
the half' life of' Bl 2 was f'ound to be approximately 0.02 second.

A plot of the data for comparison with the Fermi theory and the
Konopinsld-Uhlenbeck modification ie aha.m in Fig.

5.

The Konopinaki-

Uhlmbeck plot is seen to be linear whereas the Fermi plot is definitely

curved.

Due to the unce:rtai nty in the spectrum below j L:EV the agreement

":'Ii th the Konopinski-Uhlmbeck theory in tl1is region may be fortuitous.

It.

is felt, h01ever, th3.t the remainder o-: the spectrum is sufficiently relible
to indicate a serious disagreement with the predictions of the Fermi theory.
Sxtrapola ti on of the linear curve to the abscissa yield a ( l
so that E"' max:= 1).0 MZV.

+ IJ!,o.x

)"1=26.6

This value is 1.5 ?.:EV higher than the energy of

any observed track.
In the original letter it was proposed that the B12 was formed
in the reaction
s::z.11

$V

+ I H1!. -

R_l:Z:

S'-'

+

I

HI +

t:->
""I

and that it disintegrated according to

,.B''2..

~

By bombarding t.11.e target

,c•z.
durin~

+ e- - e-; + v -r

Qz.

the chamber expansion and by employing foils

of approximately 65-cm stopping power, it was possible simultaneously to
observe electrons and the longest range grrup (92 cm) of the protons f'irst
reported by Oockcrof't and '.':al ton8 from the disintegration of boron by
deuterons.

Approximately 20 electrons per proton were observed and hence

it was pointed out that these protons
of B12 •

c~ld

not accompany the formation

Since b1 o other proton groups at 58 cm and 'O cm were reported

- 11 -

by the same observers to be o:t' approximately the same intenei ty as the

92 cm group, they were ruled out on similar grounds.

A much more intense

group at 9.:1::2 cm. was taken as deteroining o.n upper limit for Q •
1

Some

evidence has since been found in thia laboratory which wo ...ild indicate

that even these low energy protons are net produced in quanti ti ea equ'l.l

to the disintegration electrons.

In any case Q. £:. 2.5 MEV.
1

sB" + I Hz. -- 6 C •z +- o n '
where q was taken as approximately equal to

5

15

~'.EV

in accordance with

unpublished measurements made by Bonner and Brubaker.

by Bethe9 yield Q. =12.2 % 1.)

3

5 6'~

~ ~C '

The masses proposed

:.rsv. Upon calculation of'

2

Q. i t was found that
2

+ II MEV

and upon c001p'.lri son with the ob se!'ved values of ir-max -11 L'.EN and
s-

av

,.,.., 4.5 ~.!EV it was concluded that the energy lost by a12 in disintegrating

into cl2 corresponded to the upper limit of' enerc.;r of tha elt:ctron spectrum.

In a recent paper, Proc. Roy. Soc.,

154, 246, 1956, Cockroft and

Lewis do not con:'irm the existence of the 9::t:.2 cm group reported by Cockroft
at the London Conference in 1954 and fail to find protons of intensity
comparable to that of the electrons from B12 doi.m to ranges of 2 cm.

The

stiort range particles observed in the cloud cl1a::nber in this laboratory a.re
probably the continuous distribution of alpha-particles
probability at 10 cr:i reported by Cockroft and Lewis.

we have q1 '.!!:
Uhle.~beck

o.o

i:IEV and ~max :?:.

limit is consistent.

~ith

maximum

·,'/ith this new data

15.0, a value with which the Konopinski-

The large energy involved in the electron

spectrum and the fact that only the mass difference between the neutron

reached.
and the •nroton wa:s made u::ie of -olacc:d
•

the

~

bove

coucluslonA wel,+ beyond the

limits of experimental error, provided only that the reactions assumed
were correct.

A similar co1:clusion had been reached by HendersonlO from

- 12 -

a very precise but lece direct experiment, namely, a comparison of the
change of ensrgy around the two brs.nches of the Th C to Th D sequence.
As will be seen later, this result is important in connection with the
enerr;,y consideration of reactions involving the ?roduction of positron
emitters where more accurate experimental data are available.

It will be

assumed in the ru beequent :naterial th3.t the difference in mass of a radioactive eler.ient and the resulting product is given by

cz ,om =

E;:,

+ e::t:.

0

e; +- v

±

In our previous notation -.1e can therefore write

~=-E""max

and T2 =.:s: max•

Sv'idence for a very small or zero neutrino mass will be presented later.

In a Letter to the '.i!dit or of t.'IJ.e

11

Physical Review," Orane,

Delsaseo, F'mrler and Lauritsen5 sh0\7ed the distribution in energy of

1646 electro:i s obtained from 1000 cloud c:1a.mber photographs of tracks
obtained by bot:Jbarding a lithium chloride target with deuterons.
shown that the

~ajor

Konopinski-u~1lenbeck

It was

portion of the spectrum cculd be re?reaented by the

formula if

~1e

maximum energy was assumed to be

slightly greater than the end point p.ven by inspection at 10

~.~sv.

The

agree:i.ent between the observed and theoretical-distribution is clearly
s'.:o·:in in Fi3. 4.

?ror:i this plot, the :naxirnum energy is found to be 11.2

::~~V.

7-~e formation of Li8 was attributed to the transuutation of Li7,
the reaction being
3

L1

7

+ ,H-z. -

3

Lt

9

+ ,H'

-t- Q 1

Dieintegration of the Li8 was believed to result in the formation of Be8 or

of

t~o

alpha-particles according to
J

L 1 11

_.,.

4

Be s

+ e

or
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e

0

:.'.easure£nent of the hal f'-li:'e of the 11 8 by countin3 the number of tracks
observed for chamber expansions occurring at different times after bombardr.:tent yielded r

= o.5

second.

Thtt :H·ot;.mti belit:lved to a.cc o:ipany the formation of Li 8 were reported

by the authors in ::ove:;iber, 19)5. 11

By observing, in the cloud chamber,

protons emitted by lithium oxide target under deuteron bombardment at 700 kv
peak two distinct groups were famd at 31.. 7 ::!::. 0.;5 cm and 26 ± 1 cm.

The

longer range protons were first reported by Cockcroft and 'falton8 and were

s;1own by Oliphant, Shire and Crowther12 to be due to the transmutation of

Li 6 by deuterons into Li7.

The 26-cn particles were equal in number to

about one-fifth the number of the longer range
corrC:1spond to the number of' electron.a f'rom Li

three.

upon

Their ene!"gy was given as

4.)± O.l

pa~ticles

and were found to

8 wit.hin a factor of two or

~.;~r

yielding Q.1 =4.)± 0.1 m~v.

co~parison ~ith

+ 0 n' +
where Q) =-14.5 :I:: 0.5 :rEY f'rOtll measurements made by Bonner and Brubaker,* we
can calculate that ~ = 10.5 ±

o.6 :,rzv which

corresponds closely to the

maximum energy of the electron spectrum.

?20
Upon bonbardment by fast deuterans a calcium fluoride target was
found to azi.it eleotrono of'

o.ppro:dm~tely

in the cases o~ lithium and boron.

one-ha,lf the c.iaximum energy found

The spectrum of

1365

tracks obtained

from 800 cloud ch8.t1ber photographs has been published previously. 5 It was
found possible to adjust, the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck curve with end point at
5 .. 2 i.IEV to the observed data althrugh the end point by inspection allowing
for scattering seer.ied to be at approximately

4.8

~~EV.

A graph of the data

for comparison wi tn the Konopinski-Uhlenbecl::: theory is shown in Fig.
Four tracks of much greater

ene~

4.

than the ret!lainder of the tracks have

- 14 -

been omitted as they were thooght to be due to minute contamination of the
F'ran this plot we find that E= 5.9 ?.lEV.
max

target holder by l i t:1ium or boron.

Jsing an ionization chamber 7Je found the half-li:'e to be about 12 seconds.
In lookin~ for the :µ-otons accompanying the fo:nns.tion of p2.0 we have
observed

two groups of' parti oles with ran3es at 15.5 and 10.0 cm from

calcium fluoride under deuteron bombardment at 900 kv.
is

~ost

The group at 15.5 cm

certainly due to carbon or deuterium de?osited on the target during

bombardment, while the grcn,:> at 10.0 cm. could be due to oxygen adsorbed on
the target.

:-ro'.1ever 1 protons of this last range have not been observed in

the ea.me quantities :from other targets under deuteron bombardment.
protons have energy 2.5 ::!:: 0.2

These

~.:EV

so that if they accompany the :f'ormo.tion of

------

4

F2 0 in the reaction

+
we have Q.

1

I

H2

F

20

·f·

I

H'

t-

Q,

Using this value and Fl9:::: 19 .001+1 15 we find P20= 20.0084.

=1. 7 :r:::..v.

The d::.sintegration of p2.0 results in the production of Ne20 according to
"

F zo

_.,... io

N

e

20

+- e

-

_

- eo

r.'I

+ -v + ._...'%.

from which tho mass of Ne20 is calculated to be 20.0021.

This value is

approximately ) MSV higher than the value given by Bainbridge 14 when corrected
to the scale of

~asses

proposed by 3othe.

Since the discovery of ;:{ 131 the first artificially produced
radioactive element, numerous attempts have been made to r.:ieasure its half
life and to determine the maximum energ<J of the positrons w:1ich it emits.
Recent measurements by Allison 15 at Cambridge give the half life as
10.) :t: 0.3 minutes in agreement
by Crane and Lauri tsen.

~ith

the original value 10.) minutes given

16

In order to secure accurately the shape of the spectrum and to

- 15 -

get a f'a.ir estimate of' the max:i.mum energy we were promted to eliminate as
far as possible scattering and solid angle distortions in the manner described
previously.

The distribution in energ-; of 1762 tracks from ;5000 photographs

secured by bombarding oo.rbon with 700 kv dcutorono is shown in Fig. 5.

ins1)ection, the maxi:num energy appears to be l.25 1C2:-l.

Dy

T'.o.e K.onopinski-

Uhlenbeck plot in ?i~. 6 is seen to be linear while the Fe!'l:li plot is
definitely curved.

The maximum energy from the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck plat

ie 1.45 ::t: 0.1 M::J:'ll.

A simile.r linear plot and the eame maximum energy has

been secured by Kurie, Ri~~ardson and Paxton at Berkeley. 17

An analysis of the effect of errors in measurement casts some
doubt upon the significance of the apparent agreement of the KonopinskiUhlenbeck formula with experiment.

If' t11e upper portion of the

n1 7

spectrum

were s.ctually a linear curve extending fran 0.5 to l.l !.!EV as one might be
led to believe from the forn of' the curve, then the tail of the curve could
be :ascribed to observ1tional error.

N ( )( ) =

K. ( Emax -

A ourve o:f' tho form

E)

=-

K. X

can be shown to be transformed by Gaussian errors with probable error
d=

lo.

o.477/h 2 into a curve with the expression

Employing this equation we have found that a probable Error or deviation of
six percent would acca.mt completely for the observed tail of the curve.
It is felt that deviations of the m3.gnetic field, scattaring, and other

errors yield a spread aomewh:;.t smaller tha.n this, but certainly a number
of the tracks >'lith energy greater than 1.1 MEV can be accounted for in this
way.

There atill remains then some uncert.ainty ln detr:::.nuluing the value

of the maximum energy from the observed distribution in energy.
This problem can of course be solved by an investigation of the
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energy changes in the reactions describing the modes of disintegration of
carbon by deuterons.

The reactions ere
t-

,c •3 +-

7N'' 6

c I'?.

+ I H 2-

-

6

c l'J

0

n' +T1

e

+-

-r e"- + v + T1

+ I H I + 1:-'

The above reactions have been. discussed by Tuve and Rafstad, l8 by ::raftaon, l9
by Bonner,

Delsasso, l"oi1ler and Lauri teen, 20 and

by

Kurie, Richardson and

Paxton. 17
Since the bombarding potential enters into the experimental
determination of T s.nd T
1
5

We

have thought it desirable to meaSltlre the

energ-; of the protons and neutrons produced by incident deuterons of the
same energ:/ under identical experimental conditions.

Employing a cloud

chamber filled with methane the energy of the recoil protons maldng an angle

of not more than 16° with neutrons produced at right angles to 880-kv peak
deuterons has been fa.:i nd b~r Bonner and 5rubaker 21 to extend from 0.10 to
':lith these data they calculate T1 to be -0.37:±:.0.05

~.rnv.

...oe

have measured the residual range of protons ejected from a carbon target
at 90° ::!:: 5° with the incident deuteron beam.

The protons passedthrougn a

2
copper foil of approxm.ately 5 cm of air stopp1ng power (9.6 mg/cm ) into

an air-filled cloud cl.13.mber

~~ploying

ethyl alcohol as a vapor and operating

at an ex?anded pressure of 116 ~ of 11e:rcury at 28°0.

The !!lea."1 stopping

power was taken to be 1.50.::!:: 0.05 fran the ran;e of polonium alpha-particles
The range of' ti1e well-known alpha-

observed under the ea.>ne conditions..

particles fran the reaction

was used for calibrating the fo:l •

.'litl1 the value Q=-17.C6 ± o.06 11EV

given by Oliphant, Kan pton and Rutherford 22 it was calculated that these
alpha-parti oles should have an extra9olated range of 8.8 cm when produced

- 17 -

:from the data. of '.fa."1.o 2; corrections were made for

by 650-kv protons.

the Variation in stopping pov1er of' the f'oil n1 th t.he velocity o:f the

The abscis.sa in Pi!:• 7 represents

particl·es.

ran~e

in centimeters of

'

air under normal conditions of pressure ::m.d temperature.

The distributions

in r:mge of' both tho a.lpha-pa.rtiol'3s from lithium bomba.rded by 650-kv.

peak protons and from carbon bor:ibarded by 600-kv peak deuterons are shown,

the greater sensitivity of proton ranges to energy contributed by the
bombardin~

particles being clearly evident.

carbon are a..11o·:in in Fig. 8.
mo~t

corresponding

~xamples

of the tracks from

The maximum range intercept was taken as

closely to the extrapolated range of the particles

produced at 85° with bombarding ions corresponding to the peak voltages.

The proton straggling was taken ae approximately 3 mm and in Table I, again
using data :fran r.:a.no, we give the mean range and energy of the protona

produced by deuterons at various peak voltages.

:.:ee.n range and energy of protons produced by deuterona.

TABLE I.

Peak Bombarding
Potential ( Ed.)

~.fean

Range

Protons

Ehergy ( EP)

§00 kv

i;.5 cm

2.96

750

14.8

;.12 ± .15

900

16.4

;.32

':I:

0.06 ?.!EV

:f:. .15

The data are consistent within the experimental error and using

T3
where

e == 85°

= ,~

[14Ep - 11 Ed. - zJzEpEa.

co.,e]

we find T; = 2.65 ±.. 0.,07 r.EY in agreement with the value

T,,,_=2.7±0.• 1 METT previously reported by Cockcroft and '•1alton.8
)

The value

2.65 ~fSY has al so been given by Livingston and Law rence. 19

It will be noted that the assumption has been made that no
ganuna-rays are emitted in connection with either the observed protons or

- 18 -

neutrons.

Gamma-rays frorn carbon bcrnbarded by deuterons have been re-

ported by Crane and Lauritsen 29 and by Tuve and Hafstad. 18

The latter

observers give the yield as one quantum per 106 incident deuterons at

950 kv and the energy of the gamma-rays as

3.7 :.rnv.

In this laboratory

the same energy was found b.lt the efficiency of production was much lower.
Crane and Lauritsen originally found 3 quanta per 108 deuterona at 900kv
peak and ) quanta per 109 ueuteromi at. 700 kv peak.

Recent. eatl!nat.ea from

cloud chamber measura::ients yield values slightly lower than these.

Tuve

and Hafstad find a yield of 3 protons per io6 deuterons at 950 kv, we find
2 per 107 l'!t

6~ kv

J:lA1'lk .<incl Cockcroft, Bnd ·::a.1 ton report 2 per 108

Allison 15 gives the efficiency for production of
lOt deuterons.

a.t 500 kv.

u1 3 at 520 kv as 4 per

Definite exclusion of gamma-rays from the reactions of

interest is impossible on the above

-~vidence,

but it will be evident from

the follaning discussion that the disintegration energies of the reactions
can be made consistent without introducing ga.':lllB.-raya of' the observed energy.

The difference in the masses of the neutron and the hydrogen

atom cannot be directly measured but is detenninable from the disintegration
of the deuteron by ganma-rays.

The ::iost recent work, th'.lt of' Feather,

yields a ?acking energy of' 2.26 I.:FN for the deuteron.

25

Usin;- Bainbridge' a 26

masses for deuterium and hydrogen as adjusted by Bethe to fit He4= 4.003;6
1
as standard we findcp 1 - 1H

= 0.00051=0.48

MSV'.

and a.ssumin:'.". a zero neutrino mass, ;ie find E+
--

max

Recalling formula II (d)
=l.52 MSY.

Barmer and

3rubaker27 have recently given values of' the mas e of the deuteron from
disintegration data w'hich yields

,..;:,-. rnax = 1.27 ifE:TI.

0

nl - 1H1 • 0.00078 =O. 7; !~EV and

We thus have tv1 o valu ea of' the maximum energy of' the

positron from the energy balance of the double reactions between which it
is difficult to decide.

On the other hand, the maximum energy from the

observed spectrum is by inspection equal to 1.25 MEV and on the Konopinsld.-
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Uhlenbeok extrapolation to 1.45 M::::V.

A decision between these values

oeems t.o ua to be at preeent imposeible.

In any caeie, the discrepancy

ie of the order of 250 kv so that it can be estimated that the neutrino
mass is less than one-half the electron mass.

Radioactive 0 15 was first produced by McMillan and Li vingaton28
who found the half life to be 126±5 seconds.

'.'le have bombarded a fused

target of sodium nitrite 'llith 900-kv peak deuterons and obtained a total
of 528 tracks from 1800 photographs.

The distribution in

ener~J

of these

positrons is shown in Fig. 9 and the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck plot in Fig. 10.
':le find by inspect.ion E~ax-1.7 t~EV o.nd from the Konopinaki-Uhlenbcck

extrauolation
•

z+max =-2.0
?

HEV.

The positrons were attributed to

so's- + on' + T,

Na.ct t- ,H2 - 8

O's- -

7

N's +

e+- +- el:'

+- v

+T1

since sodium has :;ot been found to yield positrons under deuteron bombardment and the for::iation of F17 from oxygen takes place only for bombarding potentials above 2

:.r:;v •19

Since

1i

has not as yet been determined

an energy balance with the reaction
7N

,.,. + I H 'Z.

--

7

N's- + I H' + T3

where T) = 8.S•O.; z.,.1ef9 cannot be attempted and it suffices to point
out that tile neutrons should have an ener.gy equal to 4.2 MSV for deuterons
of zero bombarding 9otential.

On the photographs obtained in bombarding a odium nitrite about

110 tracks of negative electrons which could be divided into two distinct

grou?s were counted.

The first group terminated at approximately 2

and can be attributed to

~ra 24

~t'f!IT

produced from the sodium in the target while
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the second group (equal in number to about f'i ve percent of the number
of positrons) extend t?d up +.n

6 '.l.!~V l'!nrl :i.A pYoobahly due to ~Jl6 produ~ed

according to
7

N ,, + I H... --

?

N I,.

+ 'H ' +

G) I

and disintegrating according to
1

N'" ~ s o'" +

e;

e

+ v +

~-z..

This group has an average energy of' 2.:; M3V Which yields a maximum energy

from the Konopinaki"'Uhlenbeck theor; of.' 6.5 MSV.

The half life of' N

16

has been determined by Fe~i, Amaldi, d 1Agostino, Raaetti and Segre50 as
approximately 9 seconds, the radioactive substance being produced by
the bombardment of fluorine by neutrons •dth the emission of an alphaparticle.

Livingston~

Henderson and Lawrence give the half life as

10.0 :::t- 0.5 aeconds.31

The disintegration of boron by deuterons with the production of
a positron a:nitter was reported by Henderson, Livingston and Lawrence32

and by Crane and Lauritsen,16 the l~tter observers giving the half life

as approximately 20 minutes.
a half life of 21.0

::I::

o.6

Recent determinations by Allison16 yield

minutes.

A target of amorphous boron bombarded by one-half microa.mpere
of 900-kv peak deuterons yielded 604 trecks on 1000 photograph a.

The

energy spectrum is shown in F'ig. 11 and the Konopinsld.-Uhlenbeck plot
in Fig. 10 yielding by inspection E :ax=l.15 ~.1:SY and by extrapolation

s+
= l.,?
n::ax

~.{:::V.

&'

The positrons have been attributed to

6' 0

+ H ~ _,....
I

6

C

,, __,..

"

c•'
.,,

SV

+-

_n I

~

+ e'*"

+- T,
+

e; + v + T'Z.

Because of the deposition of carb911 during bombardment and due to the
- 21 -

1
fact that N ? has a greater maximum energy than
1"Apla.ce targP-tl'I fl"Arp1P.ntly.

c11

it was necessary to

With these considerations in mind, it is

not difficult to acca.mt for the one or t·:10 tracks of energy greater than
the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck limit.
Be

10

and

c14
The electron end. tters described previously do not exhaust the

possible nuclear str-.lctures containing two_more neutrons than protons.
Other nuclei of the form e

xz~ +z. are

Be1 0, 014 and ol8 •

The last of'

these has been found to exist to the extent of 0.2 percent in ordinary
The nucleus BelO cannot be uns~able

oxygen-'? and is believed to be stable.

by more than O.~ UEV unless it ha.s an exceedingly long ha.l:f' lif'o or a vory

small probability of production in the reaction
.ct

Be 9 + ' H' __,,. + Be ,o + ,H ' +

QI

since no electron tracks were observed on cloud chamber photographs
taken when B:; w.as bo:Jbarded by 900-kv. deute!'ons.
On tl1e 3000 ~hotographs taken when carbon was bombarded by

deuterons fou:r electron tracks between 1 MEV and 5

:.:f?!./'

i'1ere observed.

These nay be attributed to the disintegration of 0 1 4 produced according to
6

c•3 +

I

c•+ +

H-z. '

H'
I

but are TJO'?t probably due to lithium or boron contaminations in the target
holder.

In connection 71i th the determination of the range of the protons

from carbon bombarded by drutercrl s i'le observed several tracks of energy
greater than 4.0

:.~ZY.

Deai-i. '.i ooldridge54 of the :t.rorman Bridge Laboratory

furnished us with carbon targets prepared fran met.11.ane in waich the proportion of

c1 ?

had been in creased to &#·6 percent in a diffusion apparatu_s

of t."le type designed b:r Hertz.
range tracks was actually fotmd.
given above then

' C 14 ~

7

An increase in the percentage of long
If these be attributed to the reaction

N 1tf + J.o
- 22 -

MEY

but the possibility ot' contrunino.tion must not be overlooked.

ll'erm1,

Amaldi, d 1 Ago1!tino, Rasetti, and Segre30 have bombarded nitrogen with
slov1 neutrons in an atter:ipt to produce
7

N 14 -r 0 n 1

but report no activity.

_

c,4

~

c14 accordin::
+ H'

to the reaction

'

Present evidence indicates that

slizhtly unstable with res ;:iect to

c14 ia

at most

n14.

D!SaJSSION OF' T'rli!: RESULTS

From the data presented concerning Li 8, 312, and

P20

it is

evident that the Konopinski-tJhlenbeck formula is in agreenent with the
observed distri but::.ons in energy of the e:ni t"l,ed electrons, alt.hough the
fact that in the

10'.7

energy regions of the spectra th.is agreement may be

accidental must not be overlooked.

On the other hand, the Fer.ni distri-

but.ion is definitely in disagreement with the observed spectra in regions
unnf'fected

b~r

the particular expedmental arrangements employed.

If the observed :_Josi tron spectra have not been distorted by

errors in m ee.sureme!1t exceeding the estimated error then so!'.le significance
is to be ::i.tta.ched to the corres?ondence with curves of the Konopinald.Uhlenbeck type. Agreeoent witl1 t<1e Konop1nski-Uhlenbeck theory haa also

been found by Kuric, Richardson and Paxton 1 7-in the cases of the electron
and positron emitters which they

213.Ve

investigated.

The question of the

relia.bi li ty or ti1c m::udrnum en ergi ca gi vcn by extra.polo.ti on of' th.::: Konopin:::ld-

tJhlenbeck plots can only be s.nS'i1'3red when a more accurate value of the

mass difference bet·;ieen t:1e neutron and the ':1ydrogen a.too is available
or when exper:i.men ts for unambiguously deternining the end points of the
spectra have been devised.

','/ e have incorporated in Table II the nu!llerical results of the

investigations outlined above.

The maximum energies of the spectra as

given b:r inspection and by the K""onopinski-Uhlenbeck: extrapolation are

- 2) -

given.

The atanic masses of the radioactive elements

h~we

been computed

by using the Konopinsld-l'hlenbeck maximum energies and the masses of

the appropriate stable elements as given b;r Bethe.

The hall" lives listed

are those yielded by t:1e moet recent investigations.

T'ne average energies

of the spectra have been canputed in the usual manner from tl1e observed
distributions.

The data on F17 have been given by Kurie, 8.ichardson and

Paxtonl7 and '.fowson 19 and on g9 by i'Ieitner.3 5
A rapid decrease of the half lives with increas:.ng maximum
ener3ies is indicated by the tabulatt;d reeulte.

The Konopinski-IJ11lenbt1ck

t:i.eory predicts a more ra::::iid decrease t:1an the Fermi theory but too close

correlation with t?1e observed results cannot be atte::::_Jted in view of the
dAp1:mdenCP. of' thA f'a.ctnl" 0 in the nic:t.ribution in m0lllent1.tm On a. me.trice

element containing the '.'lave functions of the nucleus which may var:r
from

ele~ent

to

ele~er.t.

On the neutr:ino theOI"'J of poeitrcn decay, the b:.nding energy

of' the parent nucleus must exceed th::.t of the daughter nucleus by the
difference in mass bet·.vem neutron and proton, plus the rest masses of
positron and neutrino, plus the maximum energy of the positron spectrum.
If this excess be

aw

II

then

AW......, E+
mcu.
~Tov:

+

1.5

MEV

all t:1e positroo a::iitters Ylhich vie have examined are built up of

p protons and p -

1 neutrons; the nuclei which are famed by their dis-

integration ho.ve p - 1 protons S:.."1d p neutrons.

~e c~1a.nge

in binding

energy from parent to daujlter nucleus is thus to be ascribed entirely
to t!le electrostatic repulsions between protons, if' we suppose that all
other forces are l'f')11TITietl"'i c

bet'.'1AAn n~utl"'nri !'lnd prnt.m.

Sirit'!e t.he con-

tribution of tl1is electrostatic re:!=Ulsion to the energy of a nucleus
with p protons is

- 24 -

where

(1/r) is the mean of the reciprocal of' the distance between protons,

we are led to believe that the

EDE!'

g:; gain from the conversion of a

proton to a neutron s..liould be

and thus should increase •'1i th atomic number.

Av is seen :'r01::1 the values

in the ta':le, this increase is nearly linear and corresponds to the
nearly constant and quite reasonable value

(1/r) - s.5 x 10'2

cm-'

The high energy of' the electron emitters Lia, Bl2, N16, and
F20 can be un-1.:-:rstood on the be.sis of their disintegration into the

tightly packed nuclei Bea, c 12 , 016, and ~:-e20 •
and

o1a

The nuclei BelO, cl4,

can be classed together as representing stable or at .most slightly

unstable configurations.

In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciation to Dr. C. C.
Lauritsen and L. A. Delsasso who collaborated with ·the author in these
fl\(,

investigations; to Dr. Robert Serber and Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer for
discussions of the t:1eoretical aspects of t':lese investigations; to
Kuric, Richardaon and Paxton f'or aending a copy of' their mai1u:;jcrlpt

before publication; to Dean '.'{ ooldridge for preparation of the carbon
targets containing an increased percentage of' c 1 3; to !.1is s Virginia
Johnsen for aid in preparation of the t!lanuscript: and to the Seeley ,, •
Mudd fund for financial support.
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Suill1?lary of data on the radioactivity of elements of low
atomic number.

TABLE II.

RadioProdelement uct

active

Halflife

!llna.'X'

(Insp.)

~HR:V)

K.U.)

?.av

(MEV)

o.;a

Atomic Mass
9.0140 ± 0.0010

5#

4Be9

6cll

5811

21:: o.6 min.

1.15

l.;

o.45

11.0156

*

.0012

7113

6cl3

l0.5 ±•5 min.

1.25

1.45

o.49

15.0(95 %:

.0008

aol5

7

rrl5

126 :±:: 5 sec.

1.7

2.0

0.62

15.0085 ±:

.0006

. 017

70 sec.

2.1b

2.4b

17 • 0077 :I:

.0005

8

4Be8

0.5 sec.

10.0

11.2

:;;.a6

e.oia5

:r

.0005

Bl2

6012

0.02 sec.

11.0

15.0

4.75

12.0176

:I::'

.0014

016

10 ::t:: .5 sec.

6.0

6.5

2.5

16.0069 -:I;:

.0010

5.0

5.9

2.o6

20.0084 ( 'l)

9

F17

; Li
5

7Nl6
~o

9•

8

8

~:r

10-

e

20

12 sec.

a !·,Iei tner.
b Kurie, Richardson and Paxton.
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